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ABSTRACT
To sustain the qualities of a software system during
evolution, and to adapt the quality attributes as the
requirements evolve, it is necessary to have a clear
software architecture that is understood by all developers and to which all changes to the system adheres.
This software architecture can be created beforehand,
but must also be updated to reflect changes in the
domain, and hence the requirements of the software.
The choice of which software architecture to use is
typically based on informal decisions. There exist, to
the best of our knowledge, little factual knowledge of
which quality attributes are supported or obstructed by
different architecture approaches. In this paper we
present an empirical study of a method that enables
quantification of the perceived support different software architectures give for different quality attributes.
This in turn enables an informed decision of which
architecture candidate best fit the mixture of quality
attributes required by a system being designed.

Keywords
Software Architectures, Quality Attributes, Analytic
Hierarchy Process

1. INTRODUCTION
In (Parnas, 1994) Parnas describes the phenomenon of
software aging. He ascribes this to two causes: (1) the
domain changes around the software and (2) changes
to the system are introduced in a careless manner,
which degrades the system. Part of the solution to both
of these problems may be found in having and maintaining a clear and updated software architecture for a
software system. To keep this architecture consistent
with a changing domain, it needs to be regularly reevaluated. By doing this on a regular basis, we believe
that the first form of aging can be, if not hindered, so
at least relieved.

An appropriate architecture is not only governed by
functional requirements, but to a large extent by quality attributes (Bass et al., 1998; Bosch, 2000; Hofmeister et al., 2000). However, knowing this it is still a
non-trivial task to create an appropriate architecture.
There are usually more than one quality attribute
involved in a system, and the knowledge of the benefits and drawbacks of different software architecture
approaches with respect to different quality attributes
is not yet an exact science. Decisions are often taken
on intuition, relying on the experience of senior software developers.
This imposes a problem because, as shown by
(Johansson et al., 2001), different stakeholders tend to
have different views of the importance of various quality requirements for a system, and the differing experiences of the software developers may also lead to a
different interpretation of the strengths and weaknesses of architecture structures.
A structured decision support method facilitates in this
situation because it enables us to identify where stakeholders and developers have differing opinions at an
early stage, before these differences of opinion may
cause problems during the development process.
Moreover, a decision support method that facilitates in
structuring the knowledge of different architectures
may increase the confidence in the decisions taken.
This paper presents an investigation of a method that
structures the knowledge and previous experiences of
subjects when assessing the support given for different
quality attributes in a set of software architecture candidates for a system being built. The goal of this
method is to enable software designers to select,
among a set of architecture candidates, the architecture
candidate which is most suitable for a particular system. This is determined by assessing which architecture candidate has the best potential for fulfilling the

blend of quality requirements for the system in question. The method also pinpoints where the subjects do
not share a common view of the benefits and liabilities
of the architecture candidates so that focussed discussions can be held.
The investigation illustrates how different individuals
understand and judge the support of quality attributes
in a selection of software architectures. The investigated method provides one important input to decision-makers when selecting a suitable system
architecture, together with other considerations. For
example, these other considerations involve all aspects
of software development that are not measurable on
the software architecture or indeed the developed software system, such as development organization.
We do not put any restrictions of the size or scope of
the software architectures or the software systems to
which the method is applied. This can range from parts
of a system to subsystems or the entire system.
The paper is organized as follows. Related work is
presented in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the problem addressed and the research questions related to the
problem. In Section 4, the study design is presented to
set the foundation for the results obtained. The operation of the study is described in Section 5. The results
of the investigation and an interpretation of the results
are provided in Section 6. Finally, a summary and
some conclusions are presented in Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK
In this paper we are investigating a method for evaluating software architectures (see e.g. Shaw & Garlan,
1996; Bass et al., 1998; Bosch, 2000; Buschmann et
al., 1996; Hofmeister et al., 2000) with respect to their
quality attributes (see e.g. McCall, 1994; ISO 9126;
Chung et al. 2000; Kotonya & Sommerville 1998).
Architecture evaluations can be separated into early
architecture evaluations and late architecture evaluations (Lindvall et al. 2003), and different methods are
more or less suitable for either of these two types.
Late architecture evaluation is conducted during later
stages of the software development process when there
is a software system or at least a detailed design available on which more concrete metrics can be collected.
(Lindvall et al. 2003) is an example of this.

Early architecture evaluation, on the other hand, is
concerned with deciding at an early stage during the
software development process what qualities a software architecture have a potential for exhibiting.
Early architecture evaluations are commonly based on
the experiences of the software developers and logical
reasoning, as there are usually no tangible artifacts on
which to e.g. perform simulations or collecting metrics. Oftentimes, this is aided by first specifying, categorising and prioritizing scenarios. These scenarios
then enables the evaluators to focus on one issue at a
time.
Examples of evaluation methods focused on early
evaluation and using scenarios are the Software Architecture Analysis Method (SAAM) (Bass et al., 1998)
that is solely based on the use of scenarios, its successor the Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method
(ATAM) (Clements et al. 2002) that is more flexible in
the possible evaluation techniques, and various methods focusing on specific quality attributes such as
modifiability (Bengtsson 2002).
Part of the evaluation in ATAM may be done by using
Attribute Based Architectural Styles (ABAS), which is
basically a description of a particular architecture style
aimed at a particular quality attribute. Hence, an
ABAS includes a certain architecture style and a specific method for evaluating architectures based on this
style with respect to a certain quality attribute.
Another method that uses scenarios is Global Analysis
(Hofmeister et al., 2000). In Global Analysis, scenarios are used to drive the design of the software architecture forward through different perspectives. Global
Analysis is primarily aimed towards the creation of a
software architecture than evaluation of software
architectures, but this is done through continuously
evaluating what has been done before.
While these methods tend to be performed as a group
activity, the method used in this paper allows each participant to first form his or her own opinion, and then
the method facilitates in focusing discussions around
those issues where the involved parties have different
opinions. This means, of course, that issues that all
participants agree on are not covered and that the outcome is an increased joint understanding of what
needs to be done.

Moreover, the methods above are focused on evaluating a single architecture to find out if and where there
may be problems in it. The method in this paper is
more aimed towards finding out which architecture
candidate, of a set of architecture candidates, has the
most potential to support the mix of quality attributes
for a particular system to build. Accordingly, the
method used in this paper does not produce any absolute measures on the architecture candidates. Rather, it
produces judgements relative to the other architecture
candidates on how good or bad the architecture candidates are with respect to a particular quality attribute,
much in the same way as (Morisio et al. 2002) compares software artifacts with predefined ideal artifacts.
A final difference is that the method in this paper is not
based on scenarios as the aforementioned methods are
(except for (Morisio et al. 2002)). This may, however,
be a possible and interesting future extension.

2.1 Method Outline
In (Svahnberg et al., 2002) we present a method for
pinpointing a suitable software architecture for a system among a number of architecture candidates. The
method provides a structured and formalized way to
identify the most suitable software architecture candidate by using a prioritized list of quality attributes for
the system and two set of vectors presenting the following:
• A comparison of the different software architecture candidates for each software quality attribute.
• A comparison of the different quality attributes for
each software architecture candidate.
This method consists of the following steps:

the participants are in agreement and where there are
differing opinions regarding the strengths and weaknesses of the different architecture candidates.
Discuss Individual Frameworks. In this step the
points where there are disagreement, as identified in
the analysis of the individual frameworks, are discussed in a consensus discussion meeting. These discussions are used to create a joint understanding of the
benefits and liabilities of the software architecture candidates. The outcome of these discussions is to have a
consensus view of the architecture candidates, the
quality attributes, and where more work is needed to
really understand the impact of the quality attributes.
Suggest Software Architecture. The different individual results are combined and used to calculate
which architecture candidate best match the quality
requirements of the system. However, we do not suggest that this recommendation should be used without
reflection. Instead, we suggest that the recommendation is used to spark discussions during the consensus
discussion meeting described above.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Create Individual Frameworks. Each of the participant in the study completes a questionnaire to create
an individual version of the two aforementioned sets
of vectors (i.e. two sets of vectors for each participant
in the study are created). In addition, each participant
in the study also creates a prioritized list of the quality
attributes. We focus the study in this paper on this particular step.

In (Svahnberg et al., 2002) we simply assume that the
vector sets in step two of the method can be created. In
this paper we investigate whether it is at all possible to
create these vector sets. This investigation consists of
two parts:
1. It is generally held that some architectures are better at certain tasks than others. For example, the
Layered (Buschmann et al., 1996) architecture is
considered to be bad at performance but good at
modifiability. Our first task is to find out if these
generally held opinions in fact are so generally
held, i.e. whether people will agree on the
strengths and weaknesses of different architectures.
2. The second task is to find out whether there actually are any grounds to use a particular architecture in favour of another, or whether all
architectures are in fact perceived equal and that
the quality attributes a system presents are the
results of an engineering effort.

Analyse Individual Frameworks. The
individual
frameworks are then analysed for internal consistency
and are then compared to the other individual frameworks. The outcome of this step is to identify where

The overall goal of the study is thus to investigate a
specific approach for creating the individual frameworks as outlined in Section 2.1. This approach should
elicit the understanding of different software architec-

Prepare Data. In this step we create and describe the
software architecture candidates and the quality
attributes to use in the study.

Architecture A
• Quality Attribute A
• Quality Attribute B
• Quality Attribute C

Innovation

Architecture B
• Quality Attribute C
• Quality Attribute B
• Quality Attribute A

Figure 1. Ranking of two Architectures

ture candidates with respect to a set of quality
attributes.

3.1 Research Questions
The research questions addressed in this paper are the
following:
Q11. Is the perception of the strengths and weaknesses
of different architecture candidates with respect to different quality attributes the same among a set of subjects?
Q12. Is the perception of which architecture candidates that best fulfil different quality attributes the
same among a set of subjects?
These two questions correspond to the first task set out
in Section 3, to seek an answer to whether it is at all
possible to create an agreement among persons with
different backgrounds. The answers to these two questions determine how accurate the answers to the following questions will be:
Q21. Is the perceived influence of different quality
attributes ranked differently for different software
architectures?
Q22. Are software architecture perceived as supporting different quality attributes differently?
Q21 and Q22 correspond to the second task in Section
3, to find out whether stakeholders perceive large
enough differences between different architecture candidates in terms of support for different quality
attributes to motivate the choice of a particular architecture candidate over the others. The purpose of these
two questions is thus to find out if we are able to quantify the perceived differences between architecture
candidates.
The reason to divide each question (Q1x and Q2x) into
two separate questions can be explained by examining
the situation in Figure 1. In this figure, two architectures are rated compared to each other with respect to
quality attribute C. Moreover, within each architecture

Evaluation

Application

Figure 2. Technology Transfer Process

three quality attributes are rated. Just looking at the
ranking of the quality attributes within each architecture one is lead to believe that architecture B is better
than architecture A with respect to quality attribute C.
However, when ranking the two architectures from the
other perspective, i.e. with respect a certain quality
attribute (attribute C in the figure), it is clearly seen
that even though quality attribute C is architecture B’s
best quality it is still completely surpassed by architecture A. Hence, comparisons from both perspectives are
necessary to get a complete picture.

4. STUDY DESIGN
In this section, we describe the planning and design of
the study conducted to gather data to answer the questions posed in Section 3.1.

4.1 Context
The investigation is conducted in a university setting
with academic people with a good knowledge of software architectures and software quality. In many
empirical studies the university setting would be
regarded as a validity threat. We prefer to see it as a
step along the way, as illustrated in Figure 2. The contribution of this paper is in the evaluation phase, which
preferably is performed in a lab environment. Based
on what is learnt here, one can either move back to the
innovation phase to further understand the phenomenon and evolve the theories, or move on to the application phase where the theories are tested in real life
settings.

4.2 Variables
Two sets of variables are used in the study. The first
set is related to which quality attributes to include in
the study, and the other concerns which software
architecture candidates to use. From the perspective of
the method any quality attributes and architecture candidates can be used. E.g., in an industrial setting the
architecture candidates would be suggestions for a system to design or re-evaluate and the quality attributes
would be those relevant for this particular system and
for the company as a whole. Below, we present the
quality attributes and architecture candidates we have
chosen for the evaluation.

Quality Attributes. There exist a number of different
categorizations of quality attributes, many of which
are presented in (McCall, 1994), who also presents his
own categorization. These different categorizations are
useful in many situations, but more importantly the set
of quality attributes to use is decided by the specific
situation in which the method in this paper is applied.
For this study, as we did it in an academic context with
the purpose of evaluating the method’s potential, we
choose to use the generic quality attributes defined by
the ISO 9126 standard (ISO 9126), categorized into
the following main categories:
• Functionality
• Reliability
• Usability
• Efficiency
• Maintainability
• Portability
We choose these quality attributes because they are
defined as a standard. The set of quality attributes used
in the study can easily be replaced with another set,
should there be any objections to the ones defined in
this ISO standard. The intention is to select a well
known set of quality attributes and then it is more
important to study the research questions based on
these, than to ponder whether these are an optimal
selection.
There are many quality attributes, and parts of some of
the chosen quality attributes, that are not represented
in the software architecture. Such quality attributes
may have impact on development lead time, organization structure, cost and so on. The method in this paper
focus on those aspects that are discernible by examining the software architectures, leaving other aspects to
other methods. Hence, this method provides only one
aspect necessary to make an informed decision, and it
should be used together with other methods to create a
full picture before a decision is taken.
Architecture Candidates. For this study we choose
the following five architecture patterns of the eight
patterns presented by (Buschmann et al., 1996),
namely:
• Layered
• Pipes and Filters
• Blackboard
• Model-View-Controller
• Microkernel

We choose to exclude the patterns Reflection, because
of its relative high complexity in comparison to the
other patterns, Presentation-Abstraction-Controller, as
it can be seen as merely a higher-level usage of the
Model-View-Controller pattern, and Broker, as it is
just a solution to a distributed problem that would if
the problem was not distributed be represented as
lower level design patterns (Gamma et al., 1995) and
not as a system structure.
The benefits of choosing the architecture patterns
above is that they are familiar to most software engineers. They also represent the same level of abstraction, i.e. system or subsystem level. Being on this level
of abstraction also ensures that it is possible to reason
about quality attributes for each of the architecture patterns.
As with the quality attributes chosen, these architecture patterns can also be replaced with other styles,
e.g. those presented in (Shaw & Garlan, 1996). Likewise, although we find it difficult to reason about quality attributes on the level of abstraction used in
(Gamma et al., 1995), these are also a possible alternative for the patterns used.
We set no restrictions on the size of the software entity
in which the software architectures are used. The software entity may be an entire product, but may also be
a module, a subsystem, or a component within a software system. The same goes for the selected quality
attributes: in this study we have chosen the very toplevel categories of quality attributes, but there are no
restrictions in applying our method to lower-level,
more concrete, quality attributes.

4.3 Subjects
We choose to use a small board of experts in the field
for the study, i.e. people from academia. More particularly, we use our colleagues and ourselves, which
amounts to eight participants. Most of these participants have considerable industrial experience as well
and some are even part time employed by industry,
which ensures that the knowledge of the participants is
not only based on theory, but also grounded in practice. Table 1 lists a brief description of the experiences
of each participant. Please note that the names are not
the real names of the participants.
None of these participants have anything invested in
the results of this study, not even ourselves, because of
which an objective result can be expected.

Table 1. Experiences of Subjects
Name

Title

Experience

Larry

Ph.D.
Student
Professor

Edward

Ph.D.

Kenneth

Ph.D.

Ivan

Ph.D.

Nathan

Ph.D.
Student

George

Professor

Eric

Ph.D.

Have done research on software development together with industry partners.
Have participated in several large development projects.
Some industry practise.
Have done research on conflicts between quality attributes in software systems together with industry partners.
Have done research on several large industry applications, involving their software architecture.
Have done research related to specific quality attributes.
Have experience supervising development projects.
Have been teaching object-oriented design methods and quality attributes in object-oriented design.
Have done research on software architectures together with industry partners.
Have done research on software product-line architectures together with industry partners.
Have done research on object-oriented frameworks together with industry partners.
Several years of industry practise.
Part-time industry employed.
Have done research on conflicts between quality attributes in software systems together with industry partners.
Ph.D. studies specialised in software architectures and architecture evaluation, conducted together with industry
partners.
Have participated in several large development projects.
Have conducted numerous software architecture evaluations together with industry partners.
Several years of industry practise.
Have done research on software evaluations and software architecture evaluation together with industry partners.
Several years of industry practise.
Have done research on software architecture evaluation.
Have done research on software architectures together with industry partners.
Have participated in several large development projects.
Have conducted numerous software architecture evaluations together with industry partners.

Bob

4.4 Decision Method
When creating the individual frameworks, as outlined
in Section 2.1, we need a decision method that enables
a quantitative comparison between different quality
attributes and architecture structures. One such decision method is the Analytic Hierarchy Process (Saaty,
1980; Saaty & Vargas, 2001), used in multi-criteria
decision making and management science (Anderson
et al., 2000). Simply put, this is a process for making
pairwise comparisons. By making all possible pairwise comparisons it is possible to make a ranking of
the entities and to, in addition, calculate a consistency
index. AHP is further described below.
AHP does not measure any absolute qualities of the
software architectures. Instead, it structures the experiences and knowledge of individuals with respect to the
effect different architecture solutions have on different
quality attributes. For the intended usages of the
method in this paper, i.e. to identify which architecture
candidate is most suited for a system being constructed
and to identify where there are differences of opinion
that need to be further discussed, we believe this relative assessment is ample.

AHP consists of four basic substeps and an added fifth
substep to analyze the consistency in the results.
Substep 1: Create an n × n matrix (denoted N), where
n is the variables to be compared, for example, quality
attributes. In the diagonal in the matrix the value “1” is
inserted. The matrix is referred to as the comparison
matrix. Element nij, when i is not equal to j, records
the relative importance of variable i versus variable j.
Substep 2: Perform a pairwise comparison of the variables with respect to the importance. The scale for
comparing the variables pairwise is illustrated in
Figure 3. Each pairwise comparison means that it is
necessary to determine which of two variables is most
important and how much more important it is. For
example, a marking to the left on the scale means that
variable i is more important than variable j. The interpretation of the values is shown in Table 2.
i

j
9

7

5

3

1

3

5

7

Figure 3. The scale for the AHP comparison.

9

The pairwise comparison is conducted for all pairs, i.e.
n × ( n – 1 ) ⁄ 2 comparisons. The relative importance
values are put into the matrix created in the first step
and the reciprocal for each pair is determined and also
put into the matrix. This results in a complete n × n
matrix.

•

Substep 3: Compute the eigenvector of the n × n
matrix. A simple method is proposed by (Saaty, 1980;
Saaty & Vargas, 2001) to do this; the method is known
as averaging over normalized columns, and the procedure is as follows:

results in an estimation of the eigen values of the
matrix, and it is referred to as the priority vector.
The vector is denoted P with elements Pi for i =
1…n.
Substep 4: Assign a relative importance to the variables. The first variable is assigned the element in the
priority vector. It is said that the first variable accounts
for Pi percent of the importance of the variables. The
second variable is assigned the second element in the
priority vector and so on. Let P1 to Pn be the percentage values for the importance of variables 1 to n.

•

Calculate the sum of the columns in the matrix,
n
nj =

∑ nij .
i=1

•

Each element in a column is divided by the sum of
the column, m ij = n ij ⁄ n j . This results in a new
matrix, denoted M, with elements mij.
Table 2. Scale for pairwise comparison using AHP (Saaty,
1980; Saaty & Vargas, 2001).
Relative
intensity
1

3

5

7

9

2, 4, 6, 8

Reciprocal

Definition
Of equal importance

Explanation

The two variables (i
and j) are of equal
importance.
Slightly more
One variable is
important
slightly more important than the other.
Highly more impor- One variable is highly
tant
more important than
the other.
Very highly more
One variable is very
important
highly more important than the other.
Extremely more
One variable is
important
extremely more
important than the
other.
Intermediate values Used when compromising between the
other numbers.
If variable i has one of the above numbers
assigned to it when compared with variable
j, then j has the value 1/number assigned to
it when compared with i. More formally if
nij = x then nji = 1/x.

The sum of each row in the new matrix is calcun

lated, m i =

∑ mij .
j=1

•

The sums of the rows are normalized by dividing
by the number of variables (n), P i = m i ⁄ n . This

Substep 5: Because AHP conducts more comparisons
than minimally necessary, it is possible to evaluate the
consistency of the ranking. This consistency ratio captures how consistently the pairwise comparison has
been conducted. The consistency check is particularly
important when a large number of pairwise comparisons are necessary, making it easier to make errors and
hence become inconsistent.
The consistency ratio is computed in two steps.
• First, a consistency index (CI) is computed as
CI = ( λmax – n ) ⁄ ( n – 1 ) , where λmax is the
maximum principal eigen value of the n × n
matrix. The closer λmax is to n the smaller is the
error in the comparison. λmax is calculated by
first multiplying the comparison matrix, i.e. matrix
N, with the priority vector. Let the resulting vector
be denoted R with elements Ri, R = N × P For the
resulting vector, each element in the vector is
divided by the corresponding element in the priority vector, λ i = R i ⁄ P i . λmax is now computed as
the average of the elements in the resulting vector,
 n



λmax = 
λ i ⁄ n . CI can now be calculated.


i = 1 

∑

•

The consistency ratio (CR) is determined by dividing the consistency index (CI) by a random index
(RI). The random index has been generated to take

Table 3. Matrix order and corresponding RI value (Saaty, 1980; Saaty & Vargas, 2001).
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

0.00

0.00

0.58

0.90

1.12

1.24

1.32

1.41

1.45

1.45

1.51

1.48

1.56

1.57

1.59

into account randomness and it is used to normalize the consistency index. Thus, CR = ( CI ) ⁄ ( RI ) ,
where RI is determined from Table 3, where the
first row shows the order of the matrix (n) and the
second row shows the corresponding RI value.
The smaller CR, the more consistent is the comparison.
According to (Saaty, 1980; Saaty & Vargas, 2001), a
consistency ratio of 0.10 or less is considered acceptable. It is, however, pointed out in the literature that in
practice higher values are often obtained. This indicates that 0.10 may be too hard, but it indicates an
approximate size of the expected consistency ratio.

4.5 Instrumentation
Each participant gets a different form, where the order
of the questions is randomized according to three simple principles:
• One half of the subjects starts with questions
related to Q11 and Q21. The other half starts with
questions related to Q12 and Q22.
• For each of the two main questions (Q11+Q21 and
Q12+Q22, respectively), the order of the architecture candidates and quality attributes is randomized.
• Finally, the questions (i.e. the pair-wise AHP comparisons) for each architecture candidate and quality attribute are asked in a random order.
Using these simple principles the questions are
answered in a random order. The main reason of
course being that the results should be independent of
the order on the forms.

4.6 Validity Evaluation
In this section, the threats to the investigation are discussed. For a thorough description of possible threats
to studies, see (Wohlin et al., 2000).
Conclusion Validity. As the answer to each question
in the form is a subjective judgement, the answers will
not be exactly the same for all participants. Indeed, it
is not even certain that a participant will answer
exactly the same, should the study be repeated. The
reliability of each person’s individual measures is thus
not as high as one would hope. However, the consistency index within the AHP method helps to check the

consistency of the individuals. Hence, as it is part of
the study to measure the amount by which different
participants disagree, as long as each participant is
internally consistent this is not a problem.
The questions to answer are of such a character that
the answer to each question is independent of when the
previous questions were answered. Because of this we
see no troubles if the exercise is interrupted for shorter
time intervals, e.g. by e.g. phone calls, coffee breaks or
fire drills. If, however, the breaks are longer, e.g. overnight, this may influence the consistency of the
answers. This because it is possible to mature while
completing the study, and one may sometimes wish to
go back and correct some earlier answers, provided
these are still fresh in memory.
If, during coffee breaks the participants discuss their
answers, this may lead to participants changing their
opinion on some questions. However, as a subsequent
step in our method is to hold a consensus meeting at a
later stage to create a collective result (as outlined in
Section 2.1), the only result of this would be to facilitate the process of reaching consensus.
Internal Validity. As the participants answer more
and more questions, we expect them to become more
acquainted with the AHP method, and possibly grow
bolder in their answers, spreading them more from the
centre value. To counter this effect, the forms are constructed in a random way, as described in Section 4.4.
This ensures that questions asked last for one participant, i.e. when the participant has matured, are potentially asked first for another participant, when this
person is still unmatured.
Construct Validity. We see no threat if the participants are aware of the hypothesis we try to prove, and
hence make no secret of it. As we have no interest in
favouring any particular architecture candidate or
quality attribute, but rather to get a collective view of
all the architecture candidates and quality attributes,
there is no way in which the participants can tweak
their answers to satisfy any hidden hypothesis we may
have.
We are aware that the method used in this study can
also be used to evaluate persons, e.g. to see how close

to some company norm their answers fall, and that
some persons may perform differently as the result of
knowing that they are being evaluated. However, we
do not expect this to be a problem for the study in this
paper. The participants are aware that this is not a personal evaluation, and are all professional researchers,
aware of the intended usage of their answers.
External Validity. The construction of the study is
such that it should work just as well at another place
with a different set of participants with different backgrounds, a different set of quality attributes and a different set of architecture candidates.

5. OPERATION
In this section we describe the execution of the study,
starting with the preparation, and continuing with the
actual execution.

5.1 Preparation
Before the meeting, information was handed out to the
participants concerning quality attributes and architecture candidates. This was handed out to ensure that
people had approximately the same view on the architecture candidates and quality attributes, although we
knew that most of the researchers were familiar with
both the architectures and quality attributes anyway.
Specifically, pages 7 thru 11 of ISO 9126 (ISO 9126)
was handed out as information regarding quality
attributes, and a selection of the pages describing the
patterns used in (Buschmann et al., 1996).
The full text for the patterns is 100 pages, which
would introduce a threat that the material has not been
read before the meeting. Instead, the first pages of
each pattern was used, presenting an abstract of the
pattern, an example, the context, the problem, solution
and structure of the patterns. We considered including
the consequences-section for each pattern, where the
benefits and liabilities of using a particular pattern is
presented, but opted not to, as this may introduce a
threat that it is not the participants judgements of the
patterns that emerge during the study but that of the
authors of the patterns book.
Moreover, material presenting the decision method
used, i.e. AHP, and a short introduction to the study
was handed out. The brief description of AHP is to be
be seen more as background reading.

If the full method is applied, the preparations would
also consist of creating the architecture candidates and
describing the quality attributes used, before sending
this out to the participants to study.

5.2 Execution
Based on previous experiences with AHP (Karlsson et
al., 1998) we estimated that it would take approximately 20 seconds per question. Assuming six quality
attributes there will be 15 (n*(n-1)/2) questions asked
for each architecture candidate. With five architecture
candidates we have 75 questions. Moreover, as we
wish to consider both the comparison of quality
attributes per architecture candidate (Q2) as well as the
comparison of architecture candidates with respect to
each quality attribute (Q1) so the number of questions
is increased by another 60 questions ((5*(5-1)/2)*6),
totalling 135 questions. This results in approximately
1½ hours of concentrated work for the participants.
As it turned out, the participants preferred to fill in the
forms in their own offices, so after the introduction
most of the participants left the meeting room and
came back with the filled in form later. All participants
had handed in the form after 1 ½ hour, which indicates
that they worked relatively undisturbed. Hence, we do
not believe that this introduced an extra threat to the
study.
Moreover, during the introduction the following questions were defined as being the ones to answer:
• Which Quality Attribute, A or B, is most supported by the Architecture Candidate, and how
much more supported is it?
• Which Architecture Candidate, A or B, is most
fulfilling the Quality Attribute, and how much
more does it fulfill it?
The texts on AHP presents the different answers as
different grades of importance, e.g. “more important”,
“highly more important” or “extremely more important”. In our study, we defined the answers to be “more
supported”, “highly more supported” and “extremely
more supported”.

5.3 Data Validation
As one of the research questions is to find out whether
people agree or not, it seems unreasonable to disqualify some participants because their answers are not in
conformance to the others.
However, AHP provides, as mentioned in Section 4.4,
a consistency ratio. This ratio can be used to determine
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Figure 4. Layered architecture

6. ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
The data from the forms are, in accordance with the
AHP method, reformatted into 11 vectors (one for
each architecture candidate and one for each quality
attribute) per participant. These 11 vectors are used as
input to the analysis phase.

6.1 Analysis for Q11 and Q12
Comparing each vector set for all participants, the following four scenarios are possible:
1. All participants agree.
2. Most participants agree.
3. The participants form separate groups.
4. The participants disagree and form no groups.
Rather than setting some arbitrary thresholds as to
what would constitute a group or not, we chose to use
principal component analysis (PCA) (Kachigan, 1986)
to find groups among how the participants have
answered.
For the 11 vectors, this technique arranges the participants into groups in all cases, resulting in the values in
Table 4. This table displays the number of groups of
agreeing people and the sizes of these groups for each
architecture candidate and quality attribute. For exam-

Blackboard
Layered
Microkernel
Model-View-Controller
Pipes and Filters
Efficiency
Functionality
Maintainability
Portability
Reliability
Usability

2
2
1
1

1

3
1
1
3
4
1
2
1

1
1
1
1

2
1
2

1
1

1
1
2

1

5-groups

1

4-groups

3-groups

Vector

2-groups

Studying the consistency ratios, the participants were
surprisingly consistent. Not one exceeded a ratio of
0.13, only one exceeded 0.12, most participants
achieved a ratio of around 0.11 and one even scored a
ratio of 0.03. These are very good values and indicate
that the participants have indeed been consistent while
completing the forms.

Table 4. Number of persons per group and vector set
singles

whether the participants have answered consistently,
i.e. in agreement with themselves.

1
1

ple, for Model-View-Controller and Usability, five of
the participants were in agreement, two more agreed
with each other, and a single person did not agree with
anyone else. Based on these values, it would be possible to conclude that cases 1 and 4 never occurred:
never did all participants agree or disagree.
However, PCA does not take into account how small
the differences between groups are. If all participants
mostly agree, the technique simply becomes that more
sensitive to smaller discrepancies.
For example, the Layered architecture was expected to
result in one, or at most two groups. The grounds for
this assumption can be found by visually examining
the values of the participants plotted into a graph. This
graph is presented in Figure 4. As can be seen, there is
a large consensus that Maintainability and Portability
should score high, whereas the remaining quality
attributes only have a minor role to play in the Layered
architecture.
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To come to terms with that PCA sometimes finds too
many groups, we need a number on how far away
from each other the participants really are. For this we
use the sum of the square of the distance to the mean
value, according to the following formulae:

∑

∑

( xi – x )

2

attributes persons

Where attributes are the 5 architecture candidates or
the 6 quality attributes that are compared within one
vector set. These sums are presented in Table 5.
We had hoped that these two measures would together
give an indication of how well the participants agreed.
However, much to our dismay many of the vector sets
which we by examining the graphs would judge as
being in agreement scored high values. By examining
the graphs further, identifying the groups indicated by
the PCA, we come to the conclusion that many high
values can be explained by a few outliers or groups of
people with extremely different opinions than the others. This is the case with for example the Microkernel
architecture (Figure 5) and the quality attribute Usability (Figure 6).

Table 5. Sum of squared distance to the mean
Vector
Blackboard
Layered
Microkernel
Model-View-Controller
Pipes and Filters
Efficiency
Functionality
Maintainability
Portability
Reliability
Usability

sum of squared distance to mean
0.505
0.150
0.693
0.373
0.385
0.453
0.495
0.519
0.435
0.592
0.468

The values for Microkernel are presented in the graph
in Figure 5. In this case, we see that the largest discrepancy, which is also the likely basis for the PCA to
divide the participants into two relatively large groups
is that there are two disparate opinions regarding
Maintainability and Portability.
For Usability, there is almost complete agreement,
which is also indicated by the PCA and can be visually
confirmed in the graph in Figure 6. Two persons,

Table 6. Number of groups that occur a number of times
Number of times
One time
Two times
Three times
Four times
Five times
Six times
Seven times

Number of groups
1
9
6
5
2
4
1

Edward and Kenneth are outliers, albeit in accord with
each other.
Taking these outliers into account, there is mostly
agreement between the participants on six of the
eleven vector sets (i.e. Layered, Model-View-Controller, Pipes and Filters, Efficiency, Portability and
Usability), and on three more (i.e. Blackboard, Microkernel and Functionality) the participants are reasonably in agreement, albeit forming separate groups.
Only in two cases (Maintainability and Reliability) is
there enough spread between the answers to claim that
there is mostly disagreement among the participants.1
In particular, this means that there is a good joint
understanding of several of the software architectures
and quality attributes. One major result here is that we
are able to pinpoint (in a quantifiable way) where people agree and disagree, which we hope will spark discussions to resolve the disagreements.
Although not as important as the general agreement or
disagreement, we wanted to study whether certain
individuals often had the same opinion. Thus, the next
step in this analysis is to see how often different people agree. To this end we count the number of times
two persons appear in the same group (i.e. agree on a
vector set) for all 28 possible combinations of the eight
participants. This count is found in Table 6.
We consider any group appearing five times or more to
be in relative agreement. There are seven such groups,
whereas a rough calculation yields that, statistically, a
completely random ordering of persons into the same
types of groups that PCA renders would give eight
groups appearing five times or more. Hence, this may
be a statistical artifact. On the other hand, it may not
1. For reasons of brevity we choose not to present all
data sets in this paper. However, the data can be obtained
by sending an e-mail to the first author.

be that important whether certain individuals have the
same opinion; it is most likely more important to
understand where there seem to be a general agreement and where there is not.
6.1.1 Summary
Q11 and Q12 concerns whether it is possible to create
an agreement between subjects with different backgrounds. Using PCA we study how different people
are grouped together and how many persons there are
in each group. To come to terms with that PCA
becomes more sensitive when there are smaller differences, we also study how far from the mean value the
participants are.
After accounting for outliers, we conclude that there is
an agreement for most of the architecture candidates
and quality attributes.

6.2 Analysis of Q21 and Q22
As the outcome of the analysis of Q11 and Q12 is
mostly positive, it is meaningful to continue with an
analysis of Q21 and Q22, which is done below. We
would, however like to point out that analyzing different architecture patterns and abstract quality attributes
is not the main intended usage of the method in this
paper. Rather, in an industrial setting, the elements to
analyze would be concrete architecture candidates for
a particular software system, and the relevant quality
attributes for this system. The analysis below should
hence be seen more as an example of how to analyse
the collected data, and the discussions held are examples of conclusions one can draw from the analysed
data.
For the analysis of Q21 and Q22, the mean values of
the participants results are used to create a conceded
view of the 11 vectors.
6.2.1 Analysis of Q21
For this analysis we calculate the correlation between
the different architecture candidates, as it is simpler to
calculate than PCA while still providing sufficient
information.
We use a standard Pearson correlation, and the numbers that would indicate that there is a similarity
between the ranking of quality attributes for an architecture candidate are large numbers, positive or negative. Large positive numbers indicate a similarity
between architecture candidates, whereas negative

Table 7. Correlation between software architectures
Comparison
Microkernel vs. Blackboard
Microkernel vs. Layered
Microkernel vs. Model-View-Controller
Microkernel vs. Pipes and Filters
Blackboard vs. Layered
Blackboard vs. Model-View-Controller
Blackboard vs. Pipes and Filters
Layered vs. Model-View-Controller
Layered vs. Pipes and Filters
Model-View-Controller vs. Pipes and Filters

Correlation
-0.0744
0.650
-0.423
0.565
-0.0168
0.368
0.528
0.364
0.351
0.145

numbers would indicate that two architecture candidates have tendencies to be mutually exclusive with
respect to the quality attributes they support.
The correlations between the software architecture
vector sets are presented in Table 7. Based on this data
(visually confirmed in graphs), we see that the Microkernel, Layered and Pipes and Filters architectures
have similar pros and cons with respect to quality
attributes. Slightly similar is also the Blackboard
architecture.
One possible conclusion from this would be that one
or more of these software architectures are not necessary: other architectures support almost the same mixture of quality attributes, and can hence be used
instead. More specifically, the data seems to indicate
that the Microkernel architecture can in most cases be
replaced with the Layered architecture (or vice versa,
whichever is ranked the highest in the tables generated
for Q22).
Moreover, there are very few negative relationships in
Table 7. This may indicate that new software architecture patterns are needed that support an inverted mix
of quality attributes as compared to the software architectures used in this study.
6.2.2 Analysis of Q22
This analysis is done in a similar way as for Q21 but
with the six vectors of quality attributes, ranking the
architecture candidates for each of the quality
attributes. The correlations between the rankings are
presented in Table 8. As can be seen, Efficiency and
Functionality separates themselves nicely from all
other quality attributes, indicating that the ranking of
the architecture candidates for these are truly different
than for other quality attributes. What this means is

Table 8. Correlation between quality attributes
Comparison
Efficiency vs. Functionality
Efficiency vs. Usability
Efficiency vs. Reliability
Efficiency vs. Maintainability
Efficiency vs. Portability
Functionality vs. Usability
Functionality vs. Reliability
Functionality vs. Maintainability
Functionality vs. Portability
Usability vs. Reliability
Usability vs. Maintainability
Usability vs. Portability
Reliability vs. Maintainability
Reliability vs. Portability
Maintainability vs. Portability

Correlation
-0.124
-0.812
-0.421
-0.462
-0.251
-0.404
-0.566
-0.653
-0.575
0.721
0.588
0.404
0.495
0.805
0.719

that it will be difficult to select an optimal architecture
among the software architectures included in this
study for systems where any of the quality attributes
usability, reliability, maintainability and portability are
ranked as very important together with high demands
on efficiency or functionality.
For the other quality attributes (except for efficiency
and functionality), we see that there is a high correlation between most of them, and this is visually confirmed when plotting them together in a graph. This
may indicate that these quality attributes are in fact
related to each other, or simply recessive when compared to efficiency and functionality.
The mostly high correlations between Usability, Reliability, Maintainability and Portability, indicate that by
selecting one of the architecture candidates that performs well on one of these quality attributes, the others
will also perform reasonably well.
6.2.3 Summary
Q21 and Q22 concerns whether there is any perceived
difference between different architecture candidates
with respect to a set of quality attributes. To this end
we study the correlation between the values given for
the different architecture candidates and quality
attributes.
For Q21, we conclude that there are indeed differences
between the architecture candidates even if some are
similar with respect to the support provided for the
evaluated quality attributes.

For Q22, we conclude that for two of the quality
attributes, i.e. efficiency and functionality, the sets of
supporting architecture candidates are very dissimilar.
For the other quality attributes, the ranking of the
architecture candidates seems to be fairly similar.
In summary, we conclude that the architecture candidates are indeed different enough to warrant the choice
of one candidate over another, given a particular set of
quality attributes. However, except in some cases, the
differences are not very large. This signifies that there
are more factors that influence the success or failure of
a software system than the choice of which architecture to use.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have evaluated a method for measuring the amount of support different architecture candidates give to different quality attributes, and a way to
rank different architecture candidates for any given
quality attributes. The main objective of this study is
to show that it is possible to measure these things in
the proposed way. To this end we set up a number of
research questions and conducted an empirical study.
Based on the data analysis in Section 6 we draw the
following conclusions regarding the research questions:
The first two questions, Q11 and Q12, seek an answer
to whether it is possible to create an agreement among
subjects with different backgrounds with respect to the
strengths and weaknesses of a set of software architectures and the ranking of software architectures for different quality attributes. It is our belief that we make a
strong argument that it is possible to obtain a shared
perception about the strengths and weaknesses of different software architectures and their relative ranking
for different quality attributes. However, there are discrepancies, and there is not as strong an agreement that
could be expected, considering the ubiquity of the data
set used.
The next question, Q21, concerns whether there is a
difference in the influence of different quality
attributes between a set of architecture candidates.
With a few exceptions (Microkernel, Layered and
Pipes and Filters), the answer to this question is: yes,
different software architectures have disparate qualities, i.e. they fulfil different quality attributes differently well. Moreover, there seem to be plenty of
combinations of quality attributes that no architecture

candidate in our study supports very well, which
means that there is room for new software architectures that meet these combinations of quality
attributes.
Lastly, for Q22, concerning whether software architectures support different quality attributes differently, the
data clearly indicates that there is a considerable difference in the ranking of architecture candidates, in
particular between Efficiency and the others and Functionality and the others. For the other quality
attributes, however, the ranking of the architecture
candidates is not so significant, being in some cases
almost the same. The conclusion of this is that, except
for when Efficiency or Functionality is required, some
of the software architectures used in our study score
high regardless of the quality attribute most wanted,
whereas other software architectures are bad at all
quality attributes except for Efficiency or Functionality. The answer to Q22 is thus: yes regarding Efficiency and Functionality different software
architectures support these differently well, and no
regarding the other quality attributes there is no major
difference in the support provided by the different
software architectures in our study.

7.1 Method
The answers to our research questions are such that we
can conclude that it is indeed possible to use the
method outlined in this paper together with AHP to
measure the differences between software architecture
candidates and quality attributes for a system to build
or re-evaluate.
Difficulties we have experienced while evaluating this
method stem mainly from our choice of architecture
candidates and quality attributes, in that we chose to
use generic architecture patterns and generic ISO 9126
quality attributes. We believe that many of these difficulties would not arise if we applied the method in a
company setting, letting developers in the company
select between different architecture proposals for a
software system. We are currently in the process of
replicating this study in such a setting.

7.2 Data results
As a side result, we have during this study created two
vector sets, the first comparing software architecture
patterns with each other, and the second comparing
quality attributes with each other. These vector sets are
presented in Table 9 and Table 10. In Table 9, the

Table 9. Ranking of Software Architectures per Quality Attribute
Microkernel
Efficiency
Functionality
Usability
Reliability
Maintainability
Portability

0.274
0.228
0.121
0.207
0.124
0.194

Blackboard
0.186
0.261
0.134
0.103
0.171
0.0767

Model-ViewController

Layered
0.110
0.179
0.274
0.270
0.283
0.366

0.121
0.188
0.319
0.239
0.198
0.157

Pipes and
Filters
0.309
0.144
0.152
0.180
0.225
0.207

Sum
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 10. Ranking of Quality Attributes per Software Architecture
Microkernel
Efficiency
Functionality
Usability
Reliability
Maintainability
Portability
Sum

0.204
0.138
0.0963
0.137
0.182
0.244
1

Blackboard
0.170
0.284
0.126
0.0711
0.254
0.0953
1

architecture patterns are ranked for each quality
attribute, and the table should hence be read row-wise.
For example, Pipes and Filters, scoring 0.309 for Efficiency, is considered almost three times as good on
efficiency as Layered which only scores 0.110 for
Efficiency. In Table 10, each architecture pattern contain a ranked list of quality attributes, and the table
should hence be read column-wise. For example, the
Microkernel architecture is best at portability, followed by efficiency and maintainability. It is almost
equally good at functionality and reliability, and only
slightly less good at usability.
These vector sets can be used as input to, for example,
architecture selection methods such as the one outlined
in (Svahnberg et al., 2002). In particular, these two
vector sets form an initial framework for how different
software architecture candidates may be compared and
presented in terms of quality attributes. The tables provide valuable insights to make informed decisions
regarding the selection of different software architectures.

7.3 Implications of Data Results
As a result of this study, we see the following implications:
•

There is not as much agreement as is generally
held to be true regarding the support for quality

Layered
0.0714
0.109
0.102
0.106
0.278
0.333
1

•

•

•

Model-ViewController
0.0564
0.199
0.222
0.132
0.230
0.160
1

Pipes and Filters
0.211
0.152
0.0980
0.132
0.251
0.156
1

attributes that different software architectures provide.
There are several combinations of quality
attributes that are not met by any of the wellknown software architecture patterns used in this
study.
Some software architecture patterns support such
a similar mix of quality attributes that one begins
to question the necessity of all of them. If the same
mix of quality attributes is supported, it is always
more beneficial to select the one ranked highest in
Table 9.
With the exception of Efficiency and Functionality, our data indicates that quality attributes are, in
general, not as mutually exclusive as is normally
believed. This is also in accord with results presented in e.g. (Lundberg et al., 1999).

7.4 Future Work
First, we would like to encourage all readers to replicate this study, as the statistical power in our findings
is limited. More subjects are needed and it is also
essential to evaluate other software architectures and
also more fine-grained divisions of quality attributes.
However, the study provides some initial results and
points to a potential way forward to informed decisions regarding architecture selection. We ourselves
intend to conduct this study again, this time using
industry people, to this end.

As the results for Q11 and Q12 show, there are points
where people disagree. We intend to investigate
whether the method can be used to pinpoint these disagreements as input to a discussion with the purpose of
creating a joint understanding of the benefits and liabilities of the architecture candidates.
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